ENERGY STAR® 5.0 Certification
For Water Heaters Effective April 18, 2023

New ENERGY STAR 5.0 performance requirements for residential water heater certification will become effective April 18, 2023. The ENERGY STAR 5.0 requirements mirror finalized CEE (Consortium for Energy Efficiency) highest product category tiering and also qualify for the expanded 25C federal tax credit.

WATER HEATERS CERTIFIED FOR ENERGY STAR 5.0

HEAT PUMP WATER HEATER CATEGORY

30 & 15 Amp Hybrid Electric
- PROPH40 T2 RH375-SO
- PROPH50 T2 RH375-SO
- PROPH65 T2 RH375-SO
- PROPH80 T2 RH375-SO
- PROPH40 T2 RH375-30
- PROPH50 T2 RH375-30
- PROPH65 T2 RH375-30
- PROPH80 T2 RH375-30
- PROPH40 T2 RH375-15
- PROPH50 T2 RH375-15
- PROPH65 T2 RH375-15
- PROPH80 T2 RH375-15

All 120V 15 Amp Plug-in
- PROPH40 T0 RH120
- PROPH50 T0 RH120
- PROPH40 T0 RH120-MSO
- PROPH50 T0 RH120-MSO
- PROPH40 T0 RH120-M
- PROPH50 T0 RH120-M
- PROPH65 T0 RH120-M
- PROPH80 T0 RH120-M

HIGH EFFICIENCY GAS WATER HEATER CATEGORY

Gas-Fired Tankless - Rheem IKONIC SR/S-Series
- RTGH-(SR/S)84i
- RTGH-(SR/S)10i
- RTGH-(SR/S)11i

Gas-Fired Storage - Maximus Super High Efficiency Gas
- PROP G40-50(U/P) RH HE EC3
- PROP G50-50(U/P) RH HE EC3
- PROP G50-76(U/P) RH HE EC3
- PROP G50-100(U/P) RH HE EC3

HIGH EFFICIENCY BOILER CATEGORY

Combination Boilers
- RCBH-L125i
- RCBH-L160i
- RCBH-L199i

Boilers
- RHBH-L99i
- RHBH-L120i

ENERGY STAR 4.0 CERTIFIED GAS WATER HEATERS NOT QUALIFIED FOR VERSION 5.0.

GAS TANK TYPE

Induced Draft
- PRO+G29-60N RH70 ID

Short Powered Damper
- PRO+G40S-40N RH67 PD
- PRO+G50S-40N RH67 PD

Tall Powered Damper
- PROP G38-40N RH69 PD
- PROP G50-40N RH67 PD
- PRO+G38-40N RH69 PD
- PRO+G50-40N RH67 PD
- PRO+G50-50N RH67 PD

Powered Damper
- Ultra Low NOx
- PROPG40-38U RH67 PD-1
- PROPG50-38U RH67 PD-1
- PRO+G40-38U RH67 PD
- PRO+G50-38U RH67 PD

Short Power Vent
- PROG40S-36N RH67 PV
- PROG50S-36N RH67 PV

Tall Power Vent
- PROG40-40N RH67 PV
- PROG50-42N RH67 PV

Power Vent Ultra Low NOx
- PROG40-38U RH67 PV-2
- PROG50-38U RH67 PV-2

Power Direct Vent
- PROG50-40N RH67 PDV

GAS TANKLESS

Direct Vent
- RTGH-RH11DVLN
- RTGH-RH10DVLN
- RTGH-95DVLN-2
- RTGH-90DVLN-2
- RTGH-84DVLN-2
- RTGH-68DVLN-2

Outdoor
- RTGH-95XLN-2
- RTGH-90XLN-2
- RTGH-84XLN-2
- RTGH-68XLN-2

Note: Water Heaters previously certified to ENERGY STAR version 4.0 and manufactured prior to the version 5.0 effective date are still allowed to display the ENERGY STAR label.
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